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Assets and Services – 14 October 2014

1. Hodder Bridge Upgrade
(Clr Evans) (Report prepared by Frank Porter)

R800-001-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the Hodder Bridge strengthening proposal
and to review options that have been considered.

Background
2.

The Hodder Bridge was posted at 70% Class 1 loading in December 2013, following detailed
structural analysis. This posting limit means that a truck and trailer unit instead of operating at a
gross weight of 44 tonnes would be limited to 30.8 tonnes effectively halving the payload.

3.

This load reduction makes freight costs highly inefficient and can affect the farm economic
viability.

4.

To counter this, Marlborough Roads has opened the ford access to the Hodder River; however,
recent climatic events have resulted in this option not providing for reliable freight movements.

Options
5.

Option A
At 70% Class 1 the bridge is suitable for light vehicles, light commercial vehicles and lightly
laden heavy commercial vehicles (HCVs). The 70% bridge classification and maintenance of
the upstream ford becomes the do-minimum option. This option also requires some capital
(renewal) expenditure on the Hodder Bridge.

6.

Option B
Marlborough Roads has recognised the need for efficient freight movements. As such the
Option B proposal will upgrade the bridge to carry 100% Class 1 which was the previous
allowable bridge loading. This means that 44 tonnes truck/trailer or A & B-Train combinations
could cross the Hodder Suspension Bridge.

7.

Option C
Further options were considered which provide a new replacement structure. Such a structure
would carry overweight and over-dimension vehicles.
The most effective and efficient of the replacement options was a bridge at a low level on the
current ford alignment. This is Option C.

8.

9.

Option Costs
Option

Description

BCR

Estimate

Council Share

Option A

Do-minimum

2.47

$0.2M

$108,000

Option B

100% Class 1 strengthening

2.9

$1.2M

$648,000

Option C

Replacement Bridge

2.15

$2M

$1.48M

All options have similar ongoing maintenance costs of $180,000 per annum.
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New Zealand Transport Agency Financial Assistance
10.

Marlborough Roads has sought funding approval from the Transport Agency for Option B. At
the end of September, funding assistance for this option was approved at a funding assistance
rate of 46%, ie; Council’s base rate.

11.

This funding has been approved on the basis that this is an essential renewal to reinstate the
bridge strength to its previous limits. There are currently funds available nationally which may
not be available in the next National Land Transport programme.

12.

If Option C were proposed for funding assistance and given that Option B offers improved
efficiency and effectiveness then it is likely that Option C would not attract funding beyond that
which is approved for Option B. Therefore the cost difference between the two options ($0.8M)
would need to be met by Council.

13.

Council’s share of funding (54%) for the recommended Option B is $648,000. There is no
existing budget allocated to this project. However reserve funding could be allocated and
Council has indicated support for the project.

Project Timing
14.

Marlborough Roads will instruct the bridge designers (Opus International Consultants) to
complete final design drawings and specification for Option B.

15.

Once this work is complete, Marlborough Roads can call for tenders to strengthen the Hodder
Bridge.

16.

The most likely construction period is late Summer/Autumn 2015.

Summary
17.

Option B, which upgrades the bridge capacity to 100% Class 1, provides the most efficient and
effective solution. This option will enable the landowners in the Upper Awatere Valley to reliably
receive inwards freight and more importantly freight out stock in a just-in-time basis. This will
optimise the economic viability of these properties.

18.

However, Option B does not enable overweight vehicles and will likely not extend to HPMV
travel.

19.

There are weight restrictions on other structures on the Awatere Valley Road. Depending on
final design, 50MAX vehicles may or may not be able to be catered for.

20.

Option B offers the best funding assistance opportunities for Council

RECOMMENDED
1.

That Council notes the Transport Agency’s funding approval for Option B.

2.

That Marlborough Roads proceeds to final design and construction stages of Option B.

3.

That Council provides funding of $648,000 from reserves.
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2. Seal Surfacing Treatments
(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by Frank Porter)

R800-006-002-02

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to inform Councillors of the types of surfacing used on the sealed
network and the reasons for the various treatment methodologies as requested at the recent
“Levels of Service” briefings.

Background
2.

The ability of a carriageway to carry vehicle loads is dependent on the strength of underlying
soils (subgrade) overlain with a structural aggregate (base course). These layers make up what
engineers refer to as the “pavement”. Each pavement is designed to carry the vehicles that will
travel the road usually over a period of 40-50 years.

3.

Pavements “wear out” primarily as a result of heavy vehicle loading which exceed the
pavement’s elastic limits and gradually causes pavement deformation and ultimate failure.

4.

Whilst a gravelled road (un-sealed) road will generally carry much less traffic than a sealed
road, the pavement is still designed to carry the traffic for which it is designed. The crust of the
gravel road forms a waterproof layer which enables the road to be used as an “all-weather”
route.

5.

However, as traffic volumes increase and particularly HCV traffic waterproofing becomes critical
when pavements are stressed. Waterproofing is aided by a cross-fall on the road surface to
ensure that the minimal amount of water can enter the pavement.

6.

When soils or aggregate layers become damp, their strength is severely depleted. The ability to
keep pavements dry is essential to retaining strength.

7.

In the 1820s a Scottish engineer John McAdam developed single-sized aggregate layers of small
crushed stone laid as a waterproof surface. This pavement was designed to support the 2.5 inch
wide carriage wheels. This became known as a MacAdam Road. With the advent of motor
vehicles a tar-bound top layer was used to control dust, loss of aggregate and also to improve
waterproofing and increase strength. This surface is still sometimes referred to as “tarmac”.

8.

In the 1920s, hand spraying was the norm and application rates for bitumen and chip were less
accurate than are expected and achieved today. Rules for no smoking and wearing protective
clothing were unknown or not enforced, and so the job was more hazardous then.

9.

The same chipsealing methodology is still used today but with the hindsight of decades of
experience and technology development.

Photo courtesy of John Matthews, Technix Group Ltd
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Modern Pavement and Sealing Treatments Options
10.

Seal design in New Zealand is a specialised science, New Zealand pavement engineers have
developed designs which are internationally recognised as offering low cost but highly
serviceable pavements. These pavements are often referred to as “thin flexible pavements”.

11.

By comparison deep asphalt pavements or concrete pavements are less flexible and are able to
withstand heavier and greater volumes of traffic. These deep asphalt surfacings therefore form
the structural pavement strength. In Marlborough such treatments are confined to high volume
roundabouts as have just been constructed in Springlands.

12.

In many European Countries, asphalt pavements are common and are often the predominant
surface treatment.

13.

Overseas, particularly on high volume roads, concrete roads are in use. The concrete obviously
forms the structural pavement.

14.

Other than chipseal coats, thin asphalt surfacing (TAS) is used on urban routes where traffic
volumes exceed 7500 vehicles per day. (Refer section 22 Asphalt Surfacing). This surfacing is
still only a waterproof surface treatment but it offers a smooth surface laid with a paving
machine.

15.

So in New Zealand and more specifically in Marlborough, the predominant surfacing on rural
and low volume road networks is chipseal. As volumes increase it is efficient to use Thin
Asphalt Surfacing (TAS).

Chipseal Options
First Coat Seals
16.

On a new road or an existing pavement rehabilitation work, eg; a “rip and remake” or base
course “overlay”, the first-coat seal binds the chipseal surface to the newly compacted
pavement. The life of a first coat seal would depend on the traffic volume and chipseal type.
The traditional first coat seal is a “Grade 4” (10 mm chip size) seal coat. This will normally have
a life of 1-2 years until a “re-seal” is applied.

17.

Contractors in more recent years have been applying a “two-coat” first-coat seal which provides
a seal life of four to five years. Two-coat seals are made up of a standard chipseal coat
followed immediately by a second seal coat with both chip applications preceded by the
application of bitumen binder layer. Binder application rates are less for each coat compared to
a single-coat seal. The second coat chip is sized two grades less than the first chip application,
ie; a Grade 3 (12 mm) followed by a Grade 5 (8 mm) or a Grade 4/Grade 6. A recent example
of a two-coat first coat seal, (Grade 3/Grade 5) was on Paynters Road (a rehabilitation work).

18.

These two-coat first-coat seals are initially quite rough but settle down quickly with traffic.
Examples of seals that have settled after traffic are on New Renwick Road between Paynters
Road to beyond the Cemetery and three or four sites on Waihopai Valley Road.

19.

After one to five years it is necessary to apply a reseal to protect pavement waterproofing.

Re-seals
20.

Chipseals start failing, ie; the waterproofing becomes unreliable typically after 8 to 15 years,
again depending on traffic volumes, pavement stress, chip size etc. As long as the underlying
pavement is in good condition a reseal will restore the waterproofing.

21.

Single-coat chipseals are the traditional reseal.

22.

Over the last 15 years, two-coat chipseals have become popular as they significantly reduce the
risk of a seal-coat failure, usually caused by differing surface textures of the original seal coat
and the difficulty in otherwise applying the new bitumen binder at differing application rates
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along and across road surfaces. This change in texture is most often caused by chip-rolling and
bitumen flushing in wheel tracks.
The following two diagrams are reproduced from the Transport Agency’s chipseal manual:

23.

Two-coat seals have been developed as a more robust methodology which relies on better
interlocking of the first seal chip by the application of the second (smaller) chip.

Asphalt Surfacing
24.

Thin asphalt surfacing is effectively a seal coat which offers the advantage of a smooth ride,
generally often smoother than a chipseal on the basis that it is paver-laid. It also has a smooth
“macro-texture” which offers less road noise.

25.

Such surfacing becomes economic where there is turning traffic or high volumes of traffic
including HCVs.

26.

Council’s Asset Management Plan has enabled asphaltic surfacing in urban areas where traffic
volumes have exceeded 5,000 vehicles per day.

27.

In discussion with the Transport Agency, there is a clear view that this threshold is too low.

28.

Marlborough Roads is proposing that the traffic volume threshold be increased to 7,500 at
which level the Transport Agency will provide funding assistance for Thin Asphaltic Surfacing
(TAS). This change was discussed and endorsed by councillors at the recent “Levels of
Service” briefing.

29.

The Transport Agency is already reverting previous TAS treatments to chipseals in areas such
as Renwick and Woodbourne as an economic option.

30.

In new subdivisions, developers exclusively use asphalt surfacing to provide a high standard of
street to attract new property owners. These surfacings will last for up to 20 years as they
generally carry light traffic with only the occasional HCV. The cost to resurface with asphalt
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($47.61 per m²) as opposed to $4.09 (Grade 4) or $5.27 (Grade 4/6) is an extremely expensive
premium.
31.

Marlborough Roads has 38 km of TAS and with an 18 year renewal cycle will require, on
average, a marginal cost of $550,000 per year. At higher traffic volumes (greater than 7,500
vehicles per day) the longer life of TAS has a whole of life benefit but certainly does not at lower
traffic volumes.

32.

Marlborough Roads recommends that in urban areas Grade 4 or Grade 4/6 chipseals are used
to reseal all urban streets where volumes do no exceed 7,500 vehicles per day.

33.

The following table identifies current contract costs to Marlborough Roads.
Granular Basecourse Overlay (100 mm) – incl Two-Coat First-Coat Seal
(eg; Paynters Road)
Grade 3 Single Coat Chipseal
Grade 4 Single Coat Chipseal
Grade 5 Single Coat Chipseal
Two-Coat Grade 2 and Grade 4
Two-Coat Grade 3 and Grade 5
Two-Coat Grade 4 and Grade 6
Asphaltic Concrete Mix 10

2

m
2
m
2
m
2
m
2
m
2
m
2
m
2
m

$13.97
$4.49
$4.09
$3.53
$6.94
$5.27
$5.27
$47.61

These rates are some of the lowest in New Zealand, especially the 100 mm overlay which
includes a two-coat seal.
34.

In considering the best seal option for a given road Marlborough Roads considers the best
whole of life cost for Council. They take account of the above seal costs but also consider seal
life and maintenance costs.

Risk-based Decision Analysis
35.

In the recent Network Outcomes Contract, the contractor is required to supply seal designs for
every proposed reseal. The contractor works with Marlborough Roads to provide the optimised
whole of life cost over the network. Whatever treatment the contractor provides is required to
meet the design life. For example a single coat Grade 4 reseal will be expected to have a
minimum life of 10 years, whereas we might expect to achieve 16-18 years life for two-coat
Grade 3/5 two-coat seal.

36.

If a contractor proposes a Grade 3/5 two-coat seal and Marlborough Roads over-rode that
decision to say require a Grade 4 reseal. Marlborough Roads then accepts all risk as a Grade 4
reseal may not be an appropriate treatment and may fail early because of underlying texture
variability. The risk has transferred from the contractor to Council.

37.

Such decisions would increase Council’s work and costs can significantly increase.

38.

Marlborough Roads also notes that seal coats are not placed unless there is a need. As a
consequence average seal age is increasing and reseal frequency is reducing further optimising
Council costs.

Road Safety
39.

One of the reasons to reseal other than seal failure is based on skid resistance. On all State
Highways in New Zealand the “SCRIM” machine checks skid coefficients from which our
network engineers assess risk and where necessary apply a new seal-coat restoring acceptable
surface friction.

40.

A recent example was on the Spring Creek Passing Lane where the chip binder was flushing up
to the chip surface creating a slippery surface when wet. The contractor chose to apply a large
chip size as a two-coat seal to halt the flushing process. The Grade 2 (20 mm)/Grade 4 two
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coat seal will effectively treat this pavement and provide an expected life of up to 15 or more
years.
41.

Again, the contractor in conjunction with the engineer to the contract (Marlborough Roads)
agrees on the least whole-of-life cost treatment.

Noise and Roughness
42.

Any new chipseal will generate more noise than an older seal. The surface macro-texture
gradually smoothes itself with continued tyre rolling. There is more traffic noise with large chip
sizes.

43.

Occasionally Marlborough Roads receives complaints about increased noise after sealing.
Experience shows that noise abates over the first few months, as has been the case with the
Spring Creek Seal.

44.

One of Marlborough Roads performance measures is surface roughness. The surface texture
is not picked up in the NAASRA roughness counts.

45.

The Paynters Road rehabilitation post-construction roughness survey shows a roughness count
well within acceptable limits. An acceptable level would be 130 NASRA counts for a new seal
(ie; between ‘Fair’ and ‘Good’ in the table below) on a rural, local road.

46.

Across the network, the contractor has a contractual obligation to ensure surface roughness
over the entire network is managed. Before each reseal, the contractor undertakes pre-seal
repairs which include localised smoothing to ensure the resealed surface will be smooth or at
least as smooth as the old surface.

Cyclists
47.

Despite road chipseals meeting roughness performance measures, cyclists notice macrosurface roughness.

48.

Road bikes have no suspension and operate at recommended tyre pressures normally in a
range from 100-140 psi. As a consequence cyclists complain about new chipseals and
particularly new two-coat chipseals.

49.

Marlborough Roads acknowledge that new two-coat seals are rougher than a single coat until
there has been sufficient tyre rolling from passing traffic.

50.

There is no simple solution to this roughness. The selected reseal type is providing a highly
efficient whole-of-life cost which would be compromised by alternative sealing options.
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51.

The whole-of-life debate is based around economic efficiency. If there is a real cost to cyclists
who occasionally ride on chipseal surfaces this may be factored into whole-of-life costs. At this
stage there is no hard evidence to show an economic loss to cyclists. Coarse chip surfaces are
“slower” surfaces and cause vibration to the bicycle which results in some cycle noise.

52.

At any point in time, less than 10% of the network will appear rough to cyclists. This obviously
will generate healthy debate amongst cyclists as of course they will prefer as smooth a road as
possible and ideally an asphalt surface as occurs in much of Europe.

Summary
53.

Chipsealing is a complex science developed over the last century.

54.

New Zealand pavement engineers have optimised techniques and developed new techniques
particularly over the last 20 years. The book (over 500 pages) “Chipsealing in New Zealand” is
an authoritative manual used by New Zealand’s Sealing Practitioners.

55.

Numerous seal coat options are available, however, in this paper only single-coat, two-coat and
thin asphaltic surfacing is referred to as these are the predominant types used on the
Marlborough network.

56.

The choice of sealed surface affects whole-of-life costs and Marlborough Roads in developing
its Asset Management Plan is careful to optimise long-term costs and also optimise road safety.

57.

Chipseals are not necessarily rougher (in terms of NAASRA counts) than more expensive
surfacing’s but have a coarse surface texture.

58.

This surface texture is noticeable to cyclists and to adjacent residents who will notice more tyre
noise particularly when seals are new. These effects abate normally within the first year after
the usual treatment.

59.

Chipseals offer a highly effective and cost efficient solution on Marlborough’s and New
Zealand’s road network.

60.

Examples of two-coat chipseals around Blenheim are:
•
•
•

Alfred Street past the Courthouse (reseal).
Howick Road south of Hospital Road (reseal).
Paynters Road (rehabilitation – so first-coat)

RECOMMENDED
That the report be received.
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3. Beach Road Parking
(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by S Murrin)

R800-002-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to advise the committee of the problems with parking on Beach
Road, Waikawa and some possible solutions to address them.

Background
2.

For a number of years residents of Beach Road have expressed their concerns with regard to
parking, in particular boat trailers over the Christmas period along the road.

3.

With parking on both sides of the road it in effect makes Beach Road one lane.

4.

Marlborough Roads and Port Company staff have met with residents on numerous occasions to
try and come up with a solution, but have never been able to get a consensus.

5.

Options considered have been:
•
•
•

6.

Widening the road.
No parking installed on one side.
Limited time parking restrictions.

In the last Annual Plan round a submission was made by Graeme Ward regarding widening of
Beach Road. A copy of the submission is attached.

Discussion
7.

Council’s Services section is planning to replace a sewer rising main along the eastern side of
Beach Road in 2018/19. This would be the time to undertake any road widening.

8.

No parking has been proposed on one side of the road. Despite huge effort by Marlborough
Roads staff it has been impossible to get agreement from residents on which side of the road it
should be.

9.

A limited time parking restriction over the Christmas period came up as a solution during the last
discussions with residents.

10.

Marlborough Roads did a letter drop to all residents suggesting that a three hour parking
restriction be imposed from 20 December until after Easter.
Residents were given to 30 September 2014 to respond.
•
•
•
•
•

13 responses were received:
5 responses supported the 3 hour parking restriction.
4 requested no parking on one side of the road.
3 requested to leave it as it is.
1 requested Residents only parking.

There was no clear cut majority although 10 of the 13 responses want some form of action to
address the issue.
11.

As there have been complaints regarding parking for a number of years Marlborough Roads
supports the installation of a three hour parking limit over the Christmas period through until
Easter.

12.

For this parking limit to be effective parking wardens would need to enforce the site. An
extension of duties to the parking wardens’ contract would need to be negotiated.
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RECOMMENDED
1.

That a P180 parking restriction be implemented on Beach Road from the corner by the
camping ground to the Waikawa Marina.

2.

This parking restriction to be in place from 20 December until the Tuesday after Easter.
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4. Out of District Water Connection Application for
Aerodrome Road, Omaka (PN528192, PN256310,
PN535282, PN535283)
(Clr Dawson) (Report prepared by Dianne Shearer)

PN528192, PN256310, PN535282, PN535283

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to consider an application for Out of District Water connection for
the properties located at Aerodrome Road, Omaka.

Background
2.

The property is currently zoned Rural Three and is located on the eastern side of Aerodrome
Road, bounding on to the Taylor River.

3.

The applicants had prior approval for out of district water connections for three additional
proposed lots which was granted in 2010. The approval was not actioned and has now lapsed.
The applicants have now applied for new Resource Consent for proposed boundary
adjustments and creation of four additional lots. The lots would be used for aviation,
commercial and industrial activities.

4.

The proposal is to subdivide and carry out boundary adjustments of four existing lots to create
eight new lots, one being road to vest.

5.

The surrounding properties, including two of the lots involved in the subdivision, have existing
out of district water connections to Council’s water reticulation. This water system consists of
water mains that are located within the existing right of way that is to be vested as road.

6.

The applicant wishes to extend and connect into this pipeline to provide a potable water supply
for the four newly created lots.

7.

The Blenheim water system has sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional four lots.

Comments
8.

Prior approval had been granted for out of district water connections but had not been taken up
within the approved time frame due to the previous subdivision not going ahead.

9.

The existing Blenheim water supply system has the capacity to allow the proposed lots to
connect.

10.

The applicant is to install the extension of the existing large diameter water main and the
metered water connections with backflow prevention device to each new lot, paying all
associated costs.

11.

The water connections will have a maximum allowable usage.

12.

The water connections will be metered and have backflow prevention devices fitted to the
connections.

Summary
13.

The Blenheim water supply has the capacity to cater for the additional out of district water
connections.

14.

There will be conditions of water use.
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RECOMMENDED
That the proposed out of district water connections be approved with the following conditions:
1.

The applicant must extend the large diameter watermain to the southern boundary of
Lot 3.

2.

The applicant must install a 20 mm diameter metered water supply with a Reduced
Pressure Zone backflow prevention device to each new lot.

3.

A maximum of 2.0 m /day be used on each lot.

4.

A consent notice be placed on each new lot as follows:

3

Additional water storage shall be installed on each lot to provide all the required firefighting demand for the activity/land use risk of the site; noting that Council’s system will
only deliver 25 ℓ/s.
5.

Water development contribution fees in accordance with Council’s Development
Contribution Policy be paid. (The calculation shall be based on one Household
Equivalent Unit per new lot).

6.

The proposed lots pay water rates as per Council’s out of district connections rating
policy.

7.

The applicant be advised that approval of these connections does not imply that
subdivision approval will be granted.

8.

The approved connections to this proposed subdivision only be completed following a
successful subdivision application. Failure to obtain subdivision consent within one
year from the date of this approval will result in forfeit of the four out of district water
approvals.

9.

The lots pay geographic area general works and services rates and charges as per
Council’s rating policy.
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5. Development/Subdivision
(also refer to separate attachment)

(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by Brett Walker)
1.

As requested at the Levels of Service briefing Brett Walker will make a presentation on the
servicing of new development areas (separately attached).

RECOMMENDED
That the report be received.
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6. Waitohi Domain – Reserve Reclassification
(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by Mark Wheeler)

L150-001-W21C

Purpose
1.

To consider reclassification of the Waitohi Domain from recreation reserve to a local
purpose/utility reserve.

Background
2.

Waitohi Domain has been the home ground of the Waitohi Rugby Club since 1912. In the
1980s a squash facility was built.

3.

The grounds were built over an old landfill and act as a flood retention basin during major
rainfall events. They also receive sewer overflows from Council’s main terminal sewer pump
station in major flooding events. They are certainly not ideal as a rugby venue.

4.

Parts of the reserve are outside the flood basin and have a better geotechnical soils profile
which enables industrial/commercial buildings and acceptable flood risk for daily
industrial/commercial use (the western strip where the clubrooms are located). The flood
retention area could be used for some industrial/commercial activities where the ponded
floodwater risk could be accepted.

5.

Relocation of the sportsgrounds to a more suitable area was investigated seriously in the late
1990s and an expansion and upgrade of Endeavour Park identified as the best option.
Significant engineering and sportsfield design work was undertaken and there was extensive
consultation with sports and community groups.

6.

The Department of Conservation was supportive of the relocation benefits and a possible
reclassification of Waitohi to enable Council to assist the funding of Endeavour’s upgrade and
also possible flood protection upgrade to the Waitohi River discharge culverts.

7.

A major upgrade of Endeavour sportsfields was completed in 2007/2008 involving a significant
increase in playing area, substantial drainage works, car parking provision, provision for lighting
and a future community and sports building.

8.

Subsequently planning and design work focussed on the proposed community and sports
building and that was completed in 2013. Further improvements to the playing fields (gravel
banding) drainage and surrounds have also been made.

Reclassification consultation
9.

A formal reclassification process was commenced by Council in 2008 and consultation
undertaken.

10.

The only opponents to the reclassification were individuals who were members of the Waitohi
Rugby Club and did not want the Club’s base to shift.

11.

After several years of consultation the Club formally agreed at a Special General Meeting in
June 2014 to move from its Waitohi clubrooms to the new Endeavour Park Pavilion.

12.

The Club has enjoyed a very successful season and have been extremely positive about the
new facility – both the pavilion building and upgraded grounds.

Reclassification process
13.

In August 2014 Council was advised of a change in processes used to reclassify reserves. Our
adviser – Ward Property Services – has confirmed with the Department of Conservation that
Council can now approve the reclassification.
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14.

Mr Ward has requested the reclassification in the attached letter.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That pursuant to Section 24(1) of the Reserves Act 1977 the Marlborough District Council
approves the reclassification of the Waitohi Domain known as Section 1277 Town of
Picton from a recreation reserve to a local purpose (utility) reserve.

2.

That the attached gazette notice be executed and notified in the NZ Gazette.

3.

That the Department of Conservation be advised of the change.
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7. Oliver Park Playground Redevelopment
(Clrs Sloan/Evans) (Report prepared by Robert Hutchinson)

R510-009-O04-07

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to update councillors on the Annual Plan submission from Plunket
NZ Nelson/Marlborough requesting that Council redevelop the junior play area at Oliver Park.

Background
2.

The major elements of the play equipment and fence were constructed by PEP Schemes
between 1986 and 1988.

3.

All elements were of wood construction and none of the major wooden elements have been
removed or replaced since construction.

4.

These elements are now showing signs of age and wear and require continued repair and
maintenance to keep safe.

5.

A New Zealand Standard (SNZ HB 5828.1:2006) provides guidance for playground owners and
operators.

6.

In 2011 an independent playground consultant inspected the playground and reported back that
80% of the play area was non-compliant against the new playground safety standards. The
Standards are not mandatory but it is Council policy to progressively upgrade to meet them.
General national practice is that once a component is upgraded to the new standards the whole
playground is also upgraded.

Comments
7.

Following receipt of the inspection report, repairs were made to the play structure that did not
affect its usage or require closure of the play area.

8.

The key safety aspect of the report is the condition of the matting which is now so degraded that
it would not comply with the Playground Safety Standards.

9.

The standards are not mandatory but it is Council policy to progressively upgrade to meet them.
Generally national practice is once a component is upgraded to the new standards the whole
playground is also upgraded.

10.

The playground is low use and low risk when placed against a risk matrix, with the most unsafe
item being the badly degraded play matting.

11.

For the past four years funding has been scheduled via the Land Subdivision Account to
redevelop this playground, however other priorities have existed and funding for a replacement
has not been available.

12.

The cost to replace and make safe the tower, slide, swings is $16,000; safety surfacing cost is
$16,000, and safety fencing $18,000. A budget of $51,000 will be required.

13.

During recent Council budget prioritisation discussions the Oliver Park playground was seen as
a priority for funding within the first five years. It is suggested that the Oliver Park budget could
be allowed to run over this financial year and a catch up be made in 2015/16.

Summary
14.

Nelson Marlborough Plunket has requested via the Annual Plan that, the junior playground at
Oliver Park be renewed.

15.

Playground Standards is estimated to cost $51,000.
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16.

This initiative fits into Smart and Connected framework via people, living and people categories.

17.

The Oliver Park 2014/15 budget would need to run over by $51,000 to allow the works to be
carried out this year. A catch up would be required in 2015/16. Staff believe the quality of
equipment at the park is unsatisfactory for the community in its current state.

RECOMMENDED
That funding of $51,000 for the redevelopment of the junior playground at Oliver Park be
approved as an over-run for 2014/15 to be funded in 2015/16.
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8. Waste Fees and Charges Review 2014
(Clr Bagge) (Report prepared by Alec McNeil)

C315-11-06-05

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to set out the proposed waste fees and charges to take effect from
1 January 2015.

Background
2.

Waste Fees and Charges are published under Fees on the Services page of Council’s website.
These rates are reviewed annually and any changes implemented on the 1 January each year.

3.

Waste inputs to the transfer station are subject to a user pays charge based on measuring the
load. The current charge is $29 per cubic metre (GST inclusive). Transfer stations are open to
both public and commercial users.

4.

Waste inputs to the Bluegums landfill site are subject to a user pays charge based on weighing
the load. The current charges range from $65.75 to $100.75 per tonne (GST inclusive). The
landfill is open to commercial users only. There is currently no minimum tonnage charge.

5.

A Full Cost Accounting Model (FCAM) has been run for the landfill. This is a spreadsheet
developed by the MfE and a technical working group that allows the input of all relevant data on
the landfill e.g. airspace, capital and operating costs, tonnage throughput etc. The end output is
an Indicative Base Cost (IBC) per tonne.

6.

Items that are considered during this review include , but are not limited to:
a)

Impact of the Landfill Full Cost Accounting Model (FCAM).

b)

Impact of contract cost fluctuations during the past twelve months.

c)

Impact of introducing a minimum tonnage charge.

d)

Impact of grass disposal at the transfer stations.

Staff Comments
7.

The full cost accounting model has an impact of raising the landfill gate fee by $4.75 per tonne
(GST inclusive).

8.

Cost fluctuations for landfill contracts amount to $24,885. This equates to an increase in the
landfill gate fee of $0.71 per tonne (GST inclusive).

9.

The introduction of a minimum tonnage charge at the landfill has been considered. This is not a
secure revenue stream. Landfill customers could mitigate this charge by bulking their waste at a
suitably consented facility. This method of charging is therefore not considered appropriate until
the introduction of the commercial industrial sorting facility, (if approved) in July 2016.

10.

There are no contract cost fluctuations (other than grass) for the transfer stations as the new
contract only started in July 2014. The landfill gate fee increase equates to an increase in the
transfer station gate fee of $1.05 per cubic metre (GST inclusive).

11.

Grass disposal at the Blenheim and Picton Transfer Stations have resulted in increased
contract costs associated with labour, transport and disposal. The actual amounts in the period
October 2013 to Sept 2014 equate to $31,395. This equates to an increase in the transfer
station gate fee of $0.94 per cubic metre (GST inclusive).

12.

A copy of the price increase workings is appended to this report along with the revised fees
table.
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Summary
13.

The total increase to the landfill gate fee will be $5.50 per tonne (GST inclusive).

14.

The total increase to the transfer station gate fee will be $2 per cubic metre (GST inclusive).

15.

These increases will take effect from 1 January 2015.

RECOMMENDED
That the waste fees and charges increases indicated at points 13 and 14 be approved and
implemented with effect from the 1 January 2015.
Landfill

Transfer Stations

Annual Tonnes

40,181

3

Annual Refuse (m )

38,400

Annual Tonnes

7358
$/m

3

Item

$/ton

Item

Indicative Base Cost

$4.13

Cost Fluctuation

Cost Fluctuation/Annual Tonnes

$0.62

Grass

$0.82

Disposal

$0.91

$0

Total Cost (GST excl)

$4.75

Total Cost (GST excl)

$1.73

Total Cost (GST incl)

$5.46

Total Cost (GST incl)

$1.99

FEES TABLE: Waste and Refuse
Transfer Stations

Charges

General refuse per cubic metre rate
Official Council refuse bags

$31.00
No charge for disposal at transfer station

Other 60 litre refuse bags

$1.90

Medium 80 litre refuse bags

$2.50

Large refuse bags

At site operator's discretion based on measure and
current rate per cubic metre

240 litre refuse wheelie bin

$7.40

120 litre refuse wheelie bin

$3.70

205 litre (44 gallon) refuse drum

$6.30

Standard woolpack filled with refuse

$15.00

1 tonne sacks filled with refuse

$22.50

Scrap metal per cubic metre

$8.00

Car body (Blenheim) - stripped of upholstery,

$37.00
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FEES TABLE: Waste and Refuse
glass and tyres
Car body - not stripped

$87.00

Whole tyres
- Car tyres

$5.50

- Four wheel drive tyres

$6.50

- Light truck to 17.5 t

$9.50

- Heavy truck tyres

$17.50

- Truck tyres with rims

$30.00

- Tractor tyres (small)

$47.50

- Tractor tyres (medium)

$60.00

- Tractor tyres (large)

$70.50

- Loader tyres (small)

$60.00

- Loader tyres (medium)

$70.50

- Loader tyres (large)

$82.00
By assessment
(Ph: 03 579 2061)

Whiteware - fridges, ranges, etc

See our E-Waste
Collection Facility page

Electrical goods - TVs, computers, etc
Hazardous Waste

Charges

Used oil for quantities less than 20 litres

No charge

Used oil for quantities greater than 20 litres
Toxic and hazardous material

20 cents per litre
By assessment contact MDC on Ph: 03 520 7541

Regional Landfill (commercial users only by arrangement - Ph: Roading, Asphalt
021 180 6983)

Charges

General refuse per tonne

$106.25

Offal burial per tonne

$106.25

Ash per tonne

$71.25

Winery filter media per tonne

$71.25

Mussel shells per tonne

$71.25

Sawdust per tonne

$71.25

Liquid waste per tonne

$71.25

Polystyrene per tonne

$1,511.25

All mixed loads per tonne

$106.25

Toxic and hazardous material

By assessment contact MDC on Ph: 03 520 7541

Hardfill/cover fill

By assessment contact MDC on Ph: 03 520 7541
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FEES TABLE: Waste and Refuse
Refuse Bags - Blenheim and Picton

Charges

Plastic bags - each

$1.40

Plastic bags x 10

$13.30

Plastic bags x 52

$69.00

Greenfingers Compost

Charges

Greenwaste material to Blenheim compost site
per cubic metre

$15.00

Greenwaste to Picton Transfer Station
compost site per cubic metre

$22.00
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